Objections halts film screening

A scheduling conflict

A scheduling conflict

The board of the film community, concentrated on the film's potential for controversy, decided to halt its screening. The board believes that the film, which is set in a place of historical significance, raises ethical concerns and may lead to a larger discussion about race and history.

The film, titled "Birth of a Nation," was scheduled to be screened at the Association for the Advancement of Sociology, but the decision was made to halt its screening due to objections from various groups. The film, which is based on the novel by Thomas N. De Schepper, is a controversial work that depicts the Civil War era and the Reconstruction period.

The decision was made after a series of meetings and discussions with the film's director, Bryn Mawr, and representatives of the film community. The board acknowledged the film's historical significance and its potential to provoke a broad range of emotions and reactions. The board expressed concern about the film's potential to trigger a broader discussion about race and history.

The film's director, Bryn Mawr, expressed regret at the decision, stating that it was made in consultation with the film community. She said, "I understand the concerns, but I believe the film has the potential to provoke a broader discussion about race and history."

The decision to halt the screening was made by the board of the film community, which includes representatives from various organizations and individuals involved in the film community. The board's decision was reached after a series of meetings and discussions, and it was made in consultation with the film's director, Bryn Mawr.

The film community has a long history of screening controversial films and artworks. It is committed to promoting open dialogue and critical engagement with challenging issues. The board's decision to halt the screening of "Birth of a Nation" was made with those values in mind.

The film community expressed support for the director and her work, stating that it is important to support and promote films that address difficult and important issues. The board acknowledged the film's potential to provoke a broader discussion and expressed regret at the decision to halt its screening.
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Committees meet to examine Graylyn renovation options

Two advisory committees have been formed to study renovation plans for Graylyn Estate after it was burned down.

As a first step, the Afro-Am, or African American, Student Government Association (SGA) wants a panel of experts to examine the feasibility of the renovation. The SGA is also interested in the possibility of using Afro-Am resources to help fund the project.

The GAC has set a right date for completion, June 1st. The panel will present its recommendations in two weeks.

The Afro-Am SGA is interested in the possibility of using Afro-Am resources to help fund the project.

The Afro-Am SGA is interested in the possibility of using Afro-Am resources to help fund the project.

Alumni funds lessen hikes

Students and alumni have been raising funds to help pay for the renovation of Graylyn Estate.

The Alumni Association has pledged $100,000 to the project, and the Afro-Am SGA has committed $50,000.
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Construction, seeding started

Cindy Beuker

Highland construction, seeding of the quad, and a "Prong to be a Prong" billboard in front of the physics building were among the fall projects of the WF faculty.

The "Prong" construction and seeding were to have been completed by the beginning of October, but unavailable supplies of concrete and new student parking areas delayed the project. Highland "Pete" Moore, director of the student center, said, "The sidewalks had broken in some areas. In addition, the trees had not been watered."

Rather than putting concrete as before, Moore decided to install the trees and cover with sod. Although construction was delayed, the new sidewalks will improve the look at the back of the student center and will narrow the area from the WF faculty to the Pickard parking lot.

Promoted from associate professor to professor were Richard D. Carmichael, J. Richard Hegstrom, chemistry; William Richman, psychology; Harold Moorhouse, business management; Herman E. Eure, biology; Michael D. Romance languages, Blanche Hinze, chemistry; Milorad R. Margitic, professor. were Ruth Newton of the Romance languages department.

Promoted from instructor to visiting assistant professor was Louis R. Goldstein of the music department was promoted from instructor to visiting assistant professor.

Promoted from instructor to instructor were: Gaylord Hottinger, Gaylord Clapper, John Hunter, Tedford, speech English; and Dennis J. Ope, assistant professor.

Business tops list of major choices

Lucy Elediths

North Carolina is the number one state visited by North Carolina residents, according to a poll
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**From the ashes**

After the flames died on June 22, 1916, the naked corpse of Old Gold and Black stood motionless, a vivid memorial to an era.

Bulldozed in the Depression with magnificently carved Italian marble and much less decorum than its predecessor, the mansion is a testament to its strength and endurance. The roofless hulk now serves as a reminder of the history, beauty, and permanence of the institution that once housed Wake Forest College.

The restoration of the mansion, however, is a costly and complex endeavor. The preservation of Graylyn's historical legacy underscores the university's commitment to maintaining its architectural heritage and traditions.

The future of Graylyn is uncertain, but the community's support and commitment to preserving this historic landmark remain strong.

**Worldly wisdom need not destroy pleasure of learning**

David Marshall

As a senior who has experienced the first year of college, I often reflect on the differences between the two worlds. The college experience is unique and enriching, offering a wide array of opportunities for personal and intellectual growth. However, the transition from high school to college can be challenging, and it is important to maintain a balance between academic pursuits and personal enjoyment.

While the emphasis on academic success is crucial, it is equally important to engage in extracurricular activities and social interactions. College should be a time of exploration and self-discovery, allowing students to develop their interests and passions.

It is important to recognize that the "freshman state" is not permanent. As students progress through college, they are likely to develop a clearer sense of purpose and direction. It is during this time that many students discover their true passions and interests.

The "freshman state" is simply a phase that we all go through as we adapt to college life. It is a time of adjustment and growth, and it is important to embrace the experiences and challenges that come with it.

As we approach graduation, I encourage students to reflect on their college experiences and to cherish the memories that they have created. College is a time of transformation, and it is important to appreciate the lessons and growth that have occurred during this journey.

**Presence within the woods**

John Korzen

Presence within the woods

As we stand in the tranquility of the woods, we are reminded of the beauty and serenity that nature provides. The woods serve as a sanctuary, offering a respite from the hustle and bustle of daily life. It is a place where we can connect with nature and rejuvenate our spirits.

The woods are a reminder of the interconnectedness of all things, and they serve as a reminder of our place within the natural world. It is important to appreciate and respect the beauty of nature, and to work towards preserving it for future generations.

As we walk through the woods, we are reminded of the importance of mindfulness and the need to be present in the moment. It is a time to reflect on our lives and to consider the impact that we have on the world around us.

The woods are a reminder of the power of nature and the importance of appreciating the beauty that it offers. It is a time to remember that we are all connected, and that our actions have consequences.

**Cheesier by Nix**

"I don't know what I'd do without ya, Myron, ol' buddy!"

"Of course, Edward, my feet was sore, so I was so glad when you offered to take me home."

"Oh yeah, I even got a chance to talk to the Boss, Mr. Winston."

"Well, you sure got a lucky break, Edward. You're a lucky guy."
Tenor's talent fails to enthral

When a vocal talent of national renown came to Winston-Salem, he is certain to receive a cordial welcome from the audience. When the cantata singer completes his performance with an encore of "S Gradina" to be heard in Carolina, he is sure to have the audience in the palm of his hand.

Tenor Neil Rosemblatt closed the opening recital of the 18th Annual Series recital in Wait Chapel Tuesday evening with the Cantata Society in Winston-Salem. It was one of the most successful performances that succeeded in having a rather cold and sparse audience.

Despite a technically sound and expertly rendered performance, as well as outstanding accompaniment by pianist Lawrence Schwebel, Rosemblatt played to a generally indifferent audience.

The final part of the program, Robert Schumann's "Dichterliebe," was marred only slightly by Rosemblatt's occasional errors in the German text and perhaps Rosemblatt's somewhat formal acting or a lack of sponsorship approval. An Italian Mezzo's last recital to end a successful tour brought the audience looking for admission.

The variety of songs and arias on the second half of the program, however, raised hopes that Rosemblatt was again in the mood to perform. When he is in top form, he is a force to be reckoned with.

JIMMY THE GREEK
KITCHEN
301 North Cherry Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
Phone: 722-0184

Mon-Thur, 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri-Sat, 6 a.m.-2 a.m.
Sun, 7 a.m.-1 p.m.

- Souvlaki - Specials
- Gyro  - Hoagies
- Sandwiches - Greek Salad
- Biscuits - Full Line
- Breakfasts

The Whopper®
Here's what makes it so special.

A big, toasted, five-inch sesame seed bun.
Fresh, real onion.
Crisp, iceberg lettuce.
Two farm fresh slices of ripe tomato.

100% pure beef flame-broiled, never fried.

It's flame-broiled, never fried and that's just the first thing that makes it special. Only Burger King® makes the Whopper—a sandwich that's saved just the way you want it. There's a Whopper waiting for you right now, so come—Make it Special®—Make it Burger King. Cut out the coupon and have a second one on us.

The Whopper is a registered trademark of Burger King Corporation.
Political protest remains

Soccer team robbed of $1000

Cindy Becker

Almost 30 wallets, some jewelry and cash valued at over $1000 were stolen from the Wake Forest women’s soccer team during an afternoon practice on Aug. 23. Winston-Salem and university police had evidence of break-in after practice on Aug. 23. Winston-Salem and university police had evidence of break-in.

The Players began practicing Sunday, Aug. 21, and the incident occurred during a pre-season training Ed Coode, director of housing, left keys to the university police on Sunday. The players began

William Mathis

NC artists expand WF series

Two artists will appear in the NC Artists exhibition at Wake Forest this fall. The exhibition will feature new works by two artists, John Molkowski and Peter Gabriel. The exhibition will open on Oct. 1 and run through Nov. 1. Both artists have been featured in previous NC Artists exhibitions, and this is their first appearance in a WF series.

The exhibition will feature

Wake Forest University

Toll Free 1-800-343-8687

Time Course Class Title Instructor Day Class Time Student Limit

2:00-2:50 MIL 111B Military History CPT Wray Wednesday Only 50

2:50-3:40 MIL 112C Mountaineering CPT McRide Monday & Wednesday 25

3:40-4:30 MIL 113C Military History CPT Wray Wednesday Only 50

4:30-5:20 MIL 114A Leadership CPT Jannay Monday & Wednesday 25

5:20-6:10 MIL 115A Marchmanship SRC Toney Monday & Wednesday 25

6:10-7:00 MIL 116A Orientation CPT Jannay Monday & Wednesday 25

7:00-7:50 MIL 117B Military History CPT Wray Monday & Wednesday 25

9:00-9:50 MIL 114A Leadership CPT Jannay Monday & Wednesday 30

9:50-10:40 MIL 115A Marchmanship SRC Toney Monday & Wednesday 30

10:40-11:30 MIL 116A Orientation CPT Jannay Monday & Wednesday 30

11:30-12:20 MIL 117B Military History CPT Wray Monday & Wednesday 30

12:20-1:10 MIL 118B Mountaineering CPT McRide Monday & Wednesday 25

1:10-2:00 MIL 119A Leadership CPT Jannay Monday & Wednesday 25

2:00-2:50 MIL 112C Mountaineering CPT McRide Monday & Wednesday 25

3:00-3:50 MIL 113B Marchmanship SRC Toney Monday & Wednesday 25

4:00-4:50 MIL 114B Orientation CPT Jannay Monday & Wednesday 25

5:00-5:50 MIL 115B Marchmanship SRC Toney Monday & Wednesday 25

7:00-7:50 MIL 117B Military History CPT Wray Monday & Wednesday 30

Add It To Your Schedule.
Venuto's carry. Miller...

...

Grid answers still pending...

...as Deacs shoot for Citadel

Wine quarterback Jay Venuto was sacked seven times Saturday in...
Deacons face ACC champs

Tony Bauman

A head coach often claims the early months of the soccer season as the most difficult part of the year. With the Bradley University game over, Wake Forest can now focus on the ACC, the conference its head coach, Ken Peterson, has his sights set on. Peterson has announced that Wake Forest will compete in the ACC for the first time.

Wake Forest's entry into the ACC is significant because it is the first time in collegiate sports that Wake Forest will compete at such a high level. The ACC is one of the top conferences in the country, with teams like Duke, Virginia, and North Carolina.

With the ACC, Wake Forest will face some of the toughest competition it has ever seen. The conference is known for its fast-paced, high-scoring games and its strong teams. Wake Forest will have to adjust to this new level of competition, but the team is confident in its ability to succeed.

Coach Peterson has emphasized the importance of teamwork and chemistry, and he believes that these qualities will be key to success in the ACC. He has also stressed the need for the team to be mentally tough, as the conference is known for its physical play and intense games.

Wake Forest has a talented roster, with players from all over the country. The team has a mix of veterans and newcomers, and it will be interesting to see how they develop together in the ACC.

Overall, Wake Forest's entry into the ACC is a significant moment for the program. It is an opportunity for the team to prove itself on a national stage and achieve its goals.

Holloway wins amateur

Tony Sussman

Steve Holloway has won the amateur championship at Wake Forest. Holloway is a rising star in the world of amateur golf, and his victory is a significant accomplishment.

Holloway entered the tournament with high expectations. He had already won several notable awards, including the prestigious USGA Match Play Championship. His performance in the tournament was exceptional, and he proved that he is one of the top amateurs in the country.

Holloway's victory is a testament to his dedication and hard work. He has spent countless hours practicing and perfecting his craft, and it has paid off. His win is a significant milestone in his career, and he is sure to continue to make a name for himself in the world of amateur golf.

With his victory, Holloway has secured a spot in the USGA Men's Amateur Championship, one of the most prestigious amateur tournaments in the world. This is a significant achievement, and Holloway is sure to make the most of his opportunity.

Overall, Steve Holloway's victory is a significant moment in the world of amateur golf. His performance in the tournament was exceptional, and he has proven that he is one of the top amateurs in the country. His victory is a testament to his dedication and hard work, and it is sure to inspire others to follow in his footsteps.

Thomas commands X-C

Scott Sugg

Neil Thomas has been named the new head coach of the Wake Forest University X-C team. Thomas is a highly respected coach in the X-C world, and his appointment is a significant moment for the program.

During his time as a student-athlete at Wake Forest, Thomas was a standout performer. He won several titles and was a key contributor to the team's success. His coaching experience is extensive, and he has guided several teams to success.

With his appointment, Thomas is sure to bring new energy and enthusiasm to the program. He is a leader who inspires his athletes to achieve their goals, and his coaching style is characterized by a strong emphasis on teamwork and strategy.

Overall, Neil Thomas' appointment is a significant moment for the X-C team. He is a highly respected coach, and his appointment is sure to bring new energy and enthusiasm to the program. His coaching style is characterized by a strong emphasis on teamwork and strategy, and he is sure to guide the team to success in the future.
Title IX enforced; men's swimming dropped

George Minck
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Postal service hours reduced

Reynolda Station has been converted to a 24-hour self-service facility with full-service hours from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. and self-service hours from 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. In addition, the Service Center will remain open for full-service hours.

Crowds flood W-S for festival

Drake Prefete

The September heat failed to keep crowds away from downtown Winston-Salem last weekend for the fifth annual Crescent Street Faire. Walking out in the sun, I don't think I'm ready for the cooler weather just yet.

Two days of street performers at the annual event included a wide array of talents, from living statues to street performers. People of all ages enjoyed the performances and many of them were watching for the Earl Scruggs Revue. The two-day smorgasbord of music, food and events included crowds flooding into the streets.

Merits awarded over summer

The university's board of trustees meet to review all cases of academic achievement before awarding merits over the summer. Jules Blackford, associate professor of bio: tech, is one of several faculty members recommended for the awards.

Events

CONCERT - Mark McFallon will perform in Leith Chapel at 8 p.m.

GATHERING - “The Rainforest,” a meeting of young people from throughout the Pilot Mt. Baptist Association, will meet tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Wake Chapel.

LECTURE - Tony DeSalvo, WF visiting artist, will give a public lecture and show slides of his work Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in Bolton Fine Arts Center. DeSalvo’s work is on display in the documentation gallery from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday and from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday.

EVENTS - Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes will perform Sept. 15 in Wake Chapel. Tickets are $5 with I.D.

COFFEE - 7:30 a.m. Saturday and Sunday at 7 a.m. in DeWitt, “Café Express” Sunday at 7 a.m. at the “Coffee” at 9 a.m. at “The Golden Roast” Tuesday at 9 a.m. at “The General” Tuesday at 9 a.m., and “The Golden Age of Comedy” Wednesday at 8 a.m.
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